
Tehama Technologies Announces Strategic
Partnership with Gerobo International

Gerobo International, a leader in

technology innovation, expands their

digital security offerings with Tehama Technologies

OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA, June 1, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Tehama Technologies Inc. and

Tehama’s integrated

solution complements our

AI and robotics, making it

easier to deploy and

manage, cost-effective and

secure, while still providing

the performance and

experience expected from

us.”

Gerasimos Gerolymatos, CEO,

Gerobo International.

Gerobo International today announced a strategic

partnership to provide Tehama’s all-in-one enterprise-level

hybrid and remote work platform.

The way we work has fundamentally changed. Building,

securing, and maintaining a hybrid work infrastructure

using traditional approaches requires evaluating multiple

vendors, going through procurement cycles for each

vendor, integrating selected technologies and defining and

creating effective management, governance, audit, and risk

strategies. All of this is highly complex, expensive, and hard

to maintain, let alone scale. The future of the enterprise

desktop is in the cloud, which has profound implications

for the future of work itself.

In response, organizations around the world are now realizing they need to invest strategically in

remote and hybrid workforce capabilities; legacy products and traditional approaches are no

longer sustainable. Tehama’s all-in-one platform leverages its P5 architecture, which includes

fortified cybersecurity, simplified risk management, policy-based automation at scale to deliver

ultra-secure remote access and the fastest time to value in the market today.

“Tehama addresses multiple business, operational and security concerns while simplifying and

accelerating the way hybrid work is enabled and supported,” said Mick Miralis, Chief Revenue

Officer, Tehama. “For Gerobo, Tehama’s platform and P5 architecture is a game-changer that will

enable our customers to accelerate their digital transformation, dramatically improving the

security posture and accessibility for everything from the cloud to their desktops, while

complementing further the AI-driven and robotics solutions they are deploying.”

"Tehama’s fully integrated solutions complement our AI and robotics solutions, making them

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://tehama.io/solutions/cybersecurity/
https://tehama.io/solutions/time-to-value/
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easier to deploy and manage, more

cost-effective and more secure, while

at the same time providing the

performance and experience our

customers have come to expect from

us,” said Gerasimos Gerolymatos, CEO,

Gerobo International. “We are excited

to be working with an organization that

truly understands the challenges our

customers face in their digital journey

and the ever-present security

challenges. With Tehama, we are able

to stay ahead of the innovation curve,

revolutionize the way work is delivered

and provide value from day one."

About Tehama Technologies

Tehama Technologies provides the

leading all-in-one enterprise-level

hybrid and remote work platform for

the secure access to data and

applications. Leveraging its Power of

Five (P5) architecture, Tehama enables end-to-end integration, fulfills risk management and

policy-based requirements, ensures cost-effective and ultra-secure remote access, while

accelerating time to value with fast onboarding and automation at scale.

Tehama is focused on enabling hybrid and remote work by providing organizations including

public sector, financial services, healthcare and telecommunications, to name but a few, with the

ability to securely access data and applications with a second to none user experience and the

fastest ROI in the market. For more information, visit https://tehama.io.

About Gerobo International

Gerobo International is a Robotics, Cobotics, AMR’s - Service robots and AI Drones company. The

company provides high end robotics solutions to Shipping, Industry, Logistics and Ho.Re.Ca

sectors which are constantly looking for advanced technological and financial solutions to react

and cope with a series of international changes, legislations, needs and demand. The company's

motto is ‘People First, Robots Next!’, as it is inspired by the dynamically developing and

increasingly applicable technological developments in the context of Smart CIties, Industry 4.0 &

5.0 automation and the human collaborative interaction with robotics and IoT.
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TEHAMA, the Tehama logo are trademarks of Tehama Technologies. All references herein to the
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corporate names, trade names, trademarks, and service marks of third parties are intended to

accurately identify such parties as the sources of specific products and services. No claim of

association or license is intended or should be inferred by such use.
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